Newberry Academy of Math and Science
Local School Council

Meeting Minutes
Meeting Date:

20 July 2016

Next Meeting
Date:

19 September 2016

Item No.

Attendees: Linda Foley, Principal
Josh Greenberg, Teacher Rep
Viki Gullo, Non-Teaching Rep
Gladys Hansen-Guerra, Parent Rep
Kathleen Haggerty, Community Rep
Tim Kramer, Parent Rep
Chris McGuire, Parent Rep
Lydia Murray, Parent Rep
Miriam Rogriguez-Ruiz, Teacher Rep
Mark Walsh, Parent Rep

Description

2016-07-20.01

The meeting convened at 6:40.

2016-07-20.02

The LSC reviewed the minutes from the 20 July 2016.
Linda Foley clarified the final point in Item #2016-02-09.05a: The Title 1 funding does not roll over and
must be allocated and spent by 31 August.
Linda Foley moved to approve the minutes. Gladys Hansen-Guerra seconded and the motion was
approved unanimously with 10 yes votes and 2 absent.

2016-07-20.03

Organizational Meeting Discussion
Gladys Hansen-Guerra and Lydia Murray will continue as co-chairs.
Mark Walsh will continue as secretary.
Meetings will remain the 3rd Monday of each month at 6:30 pm except in January and February when the
meeting will be held on the 4th Monday to account for holidays.

2016-07-20.04

Principal’s Budget Report:
Linda Foley distributed: Funding Details, Fund Cap Summary, projected enrollment sheet and an FY17
Budget Proposal.
In order to balance the budget, Linda Foley closed the library position. The person in this position has
the option to move to a vacant position left by a teacher that left Newberry. The reason Linda chose the
library position is that current, and anticipated, activities that occur in the library can be managed by
classroom teachers. Linda also plans to house Mr. Rivera in the library to assist with technology issues
and monitor the room.
Once it is possible to secure a cadre substitute, the LSC will discuss and determine if the budget will
allow.
Linda has to ‘schedule’ the diverse learner students by 1 August. She believes that once this is done it
will make it clear that more funding is necessary to fulfill these needs. A new online system is in place
that will be used to do the scheduling. The system is very similar to a system that Miriam RodriguezRuiz developed independently and has been using for some time, so the transition to the new system
will not be particularly difficult. Completion of the scheduling will allow Linda to appeal to CPS for more
funding.
Lydia Murray asked how CPS calculated the SGSA Poverty Rate in the Funding Details sheet. Linda
does not know how this number is derived. CPS has projected that this rate drops by 8% in FY17.
Mrs. Clancy is extending her maternity leave through the 2016-2017 school year. Linda is planning to
keep Mrs. Sellke working on math with the K-5 students who are not showing appropriate growth in an
RTI capacity. This work will fall to Mr. Greenberg and Mr. Radcliff in grades 6-8.

2016-07-20.05

Linda explained that the increasing prescriptive curriculum requirements imposed by CPS has affected
Newberry’s ability to focus on math and science instruction. Chris McGuire suggested that Newberry
reach out to many of the corporations in Chicago to make science-based presentations or assemblies to
help bolster the school’s science focus. Miriam Rodriguez-Ruiz thought that this is a good idea, but it
doesn’t address the issue of a more pervasive science focus in the curriculum.
Mark Walsh noted that the depth and quality of the math instruction is very good as an integrated part of
the curriculum, but that the science instruction hasn’t kept up with this same progress. Chris McGuire
suggested that the integration of science into all aspects of instruction could be a very powerful
approach that could be a real differentiator for Newberry. Linda agreed that Newberry can do better
integrating science into the curriculum. She and Josh Greenberg also noted that 2015-2016 was the first
year that science was integrated into the curriculum in K-5.
In the end, there is a culture of science that needs to be re-imparted throughout the school. The LSC will
work with Linda on this initiative in the coming year.
Actions:
The PPLC will reach out to other math and science schools to see what they are doing in this area and
that the PPLC take on the task of determining a way to develop a science culture.
Linda will work with teachers to continue to integrate math into the everyday curriculum and to better
integrate science.
Chris McGuire will reach out to local corporations to arrange science-based presentations.

2016-07-20.06

Linda asked the LSC to approve the FY 17 Budget Proposal. 2 outstanding issues that will be tabled for
now are shades for various classrooms and exterior window washing.
Mark Walsh moved to approve the proposal. Chris McGuire seconded and the motion passed
unanimously with 10 yes votes and 2 absent.

2016-07-20.07

Linda Murray asked for authorization to spend up to $5,000 of 124 funds without advance approval from
the LSC. Lydia moved to provide this authorization. Gladys Hansen-Guerra seconded and the motion
passed unanimously with 10 yes votes and 2 absent.

2016-07-20.08

Lydia Murray moved to close the July meeting and adjourn. Gladys Hansen-Guerra seconded and the
motion passed unanimously with 10 yes votes and 2 absent. The meeting adjourned at 7:55 p.m.

The foregoing constitutes our understanding of matters discussed and conclusions reached. Other participants are requested to review
these items and advise the originator in writing of any errors or omissions.

